MEAL DEAL  + 2.25 to sub price

21 OZ. DRINK + APPLES OR 2 COOKIES OR CHIPS
Swap any drink or size & pay the difference

DRINKS
21 oz   30 oz

FOUNTAIN  0-320 cal  0-460 cal  $1.75  $2.00
BOTTLED   0-300 cal
MILK      100-170 cal
BOTTLED WATER  0 cal
JUICE BOX  100 cal

SIDES

APPLE SLICES  35 cal  $1.40
CHIPS        130-340 cal  $1.10
COOKIES      190-230 cal  $0.60

BREAKFAST  EGG OR EGG WHITE  SERVED ALL DAY

6"  $3.50  FOOTLONG  $5.50

EGG & CHEESE  320/730 cal
BACON, EGG & CHEESE  440/890 cal
STEAK, EGG & CHEESE  430/860 cal
BLACK FOREST HAM, EGG & CHEESE  390/780 cal
BREAKFAST B.M.T.  510/1000 cal
SUNRISE SUBWAY MELT  510/1010 cal  6"  $4
                                      Footlong $6
                                      *Saves 40 cal per 6" sub

SUBWAY Fresh Fit For Kids should not be considered a diet program.
Fit Mini Subs on 9-grain wheat without cheese or condiments that contain fat.
Visit Subway.com for full nutrition information.